
- EXPLORE THE UNKNOWN  -
     AN NFT VOYAGE          



A mysterious signal has 
been transmitted from a 

long lost ship deep in 
the solar system. Many 

are answering the call of 
what will be the 

beginning of a new era.

INVESTIGATE

WHAT IS SPECTRAL SIGNAL?

The signal is more than 
just a message, it’s an 

invitation to explore the 
unknown. To traverse the 
unexpected. To engage 
the first sign of alien life. 

Or to be explored.

EXPLORE

Many will seize the 
moment to gather new 
resources, intel and to 
fight for the future of 
humanity. But to the 

ones who ‘seize’ beware 
of your treasures.

SEIZE



THE TEAM
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Viewtiful Media
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Johnny Neal
Voice Actor

Greg M.
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Wolf Den Labs
The Guardian Academy
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Horizon 
Sequence Wallet

Blockchain Games

Podank
Co-Founder CTO

Dominick
Partner Producer

Core

Stash
Co-Founder CEO

Seasoned gaming veterans, our core team brings over 30 years of 
experience from Sunstorm Interactive, CrazyLabs, PLAYSTUDIOS, and 
more, having successfully launched 30+ titles on Apple and Google 
Play stores and led Web3 pioneering in loyalty, on-chain rewards and 
other NFT projects.

Integrating with

Arbitrum One—a leading Ethereum Layer-2 scaling solution initially developed by Offchain 
Labs—offers ultra-fast, low-cost transactions with security derived from Ethereum through 
Optimistic Rollup technology. Launched in August 2021, the Arbitrum One mainnet beta is 
EVM-compatible to the bytecode level and has 54%+ TVL in the L2 segment. 2000+ DeFi and NFT 
projects are live in the ecosystem to date. In August 2022, Arbitrum One upgraded to Nitro tech 
stack, enabling fraud proofs over the core engine of Geth compiled to WASM.

https://www.artstation.com/sycorix/albums/2381250
https://www.instagram.com/alikish_3d?igsh=MXdyYXVmMmI5dTg1aw==
https://www.fiverr.com/theteagreen
https://www.eloquentbard.co.uk/
https://www.fiverr.com/greg_vo2020
https://chuckbrownvoiceover.com/
https://twitter.com/WolfDenLabs
https://horizon.io/
https://arbitrum.foundation/


The Problem

● Recycled content saturates the market.
● Developers underdeliver, leaving players adrift.
● Communities are the lifeline but yearn for more.

The Remedy

● Spectral Signal: Not just a game, but a universe.
● Indie studio by gamers for gamers
● Aims to fill the void of unique, rewarding 

experiences.

THE PARADOX



2024: Gen 1 NFT Drop

● Not just pixel art: It's on-chain interactive storytelling.
● More than a game: It's a constantly evolving universe.

Your Role & Rewards

● Be a pilot or navigator; change the game with each NFT.
● Your NFT is a badge of honor, a key to puzzles, and a warp 

gate to adventures.

The Future

● Fresh chapters in an unfolding epic of LiveOps and Events
● Unlock your trajectory; the future of narrative gaming is here.

THE VISION



THE ODYSSEY - 1  2  3  4  5

The Demo - Your First Glimpse

The voyage begins with our demo—your first touchpoint with the mysterious signal, the alien 
phenomena, and a variety of state-of-the-art spacecraft you’ll command. You won't be sitting 
in the sidelines; you'll be in the cockpit, piloting your way through cosmic uncertainties.



THE ODYSSEY - 1  2  3  4  5

Dynamic NFTs

● Living, breathing virtual entities, not just static 
collectibles.

● Keys to a unique, evolving narrative and game 
ecosystem.

Unique Attributes

● Upgradeable, interactive, and diverse in rarity and traits.
● A distinct edge in both gameplay and story 

development.

Ownership & Evolution

● Trade, exchange, or evolve them; they're part of the 
Spectral Signal universe.

● Personalize your ship's quirks, strengths, and 
vulnerabilities.

Blockchain Integration



THE ODYSSEY - 1  2  3  4  5

The Game - Into the Cosmic Unknown

Game Dynamics

● Dynamic gameplay lets you evolve your 
NFTs and influence the overarching 
narrative.

● Choices have real-world consequences, 
adding layers of depth and 
engagement.

● Compete in asynchronous events 
through leaderboards and competitions

Cosmic Exploration

● Solve the enigma of the signal's 
origin amid floating debris, ancient 
tech, and uncanny phenomena.

● Encounter alien ships with 
psychological and physical attacks, 
challenging your mental fortitude.

● Affect the galaxy around you

Choices & Consequences

● NFT-imbued ships act as personal 
avatars; your decisions shape the 
game narrative.

● Every resource collected, risk taken, 
and path chosen has rewards and 
consequences.

● Traverse the marketplace wisely



THE ODYSSEY - 1  2  3  4  5

The Narrative - The Eye of the Storm

And then you reach it—the gate. Here, in the paradoxical calm, your NFT comes alive. The key 
or the lock. Coordinates to undisclosed locations, cryptic warnings, or relics of civilizations lost 
to the folds of time are beamed into your ship's systems or picked up from weary crews. These 
aren't mere game artifacts; they're commodities, tradeable on the open-market and 
invaluable in the quests ahead. Are you a collector? An explorer? Or you’re in for the arbitrage.

CHARACTER ARCS

COSMIC REVELATIONS

COMMUNITY VOICE

“You are part of this 
world.”



THE ODYSSEY - 1  2  3  4  5

The Grand Unveiling

Some of these celestial treasures offer perks for ships other than your own, introducing an 
element of social strategy. Will you trade for profit, or align with another adventurer whose 
assets benefit your journey? The choices you make here ignite a chain of events—a cascade of 
unfolding layers leading to an even grander narrative, one that you, the intrepid explorer, have 
the power to shape.

THE GATE
As the gateway between 

known and unknown world, 
the gate is both your 

destination and the start of 
your journey.

RELICS
 Discover relics that hold the 
power to change the tides of 
cosmic conflicts, unlock new 
technologies or which simply 

remain a mystery.

COORDINATES
Unlock exclusive coordinates 

that lead to new realms, 
untapped resources, or potent 
allies. Just make sure you can 

return.

WARNINGS
The universe speaks in riddles. 
Uncover warnings that could 
save your crew or alert you to 
cosmic calamities. Nothing is 

ever as it seems.



THE ATLAS
Development Stages

● Spectral Signal is an ever-evolving universe with a multi-phase roadmap.
● Initial stages cover development, community building, game launch, and more.
● This is just the first chapter in a grander narrative we're excited to unfold.

Foundations & Strategic 
Alliances

Finalizing Story Arcs, Website,  
Development of Game Demo 

and NFT Series, Securing 
Strategic Partnerships.

Stage 1: 2023 Stage 2: Q1 - 2024
Ignition & Community 

Cultivation

Demo Release, Marketing, 
Community Expansion, 

Sustained Game and Narrative 
Development. NFT Genesis

Stage 3: Q2-Q3 - 2024
Full Throttle

The Cosmic Revelation

Game Beta Release, Narrative 
Unveiling, Live-Ops, Events 

and Player-Driven Story 
Discovery and Development

Unfurling the Cosmic 
Tapestry

NFT 2 Series, the Unveiling, 
Captain Ascension, Narrative 

Revelation, micro-NFT 
development

Stage 4: Q4 - 2024 Stage 5: 2025
The Galactic Odyssey 

Leadership 

Full game launch, multiplayer 
exploration, Live-Ops and 
events, New game modes, 

competitive arenas



Will YOU Answer The Call?

The Call to Adventure

● The signal calls. Do you dare to answer? For a deeper dive into the enigma, visit our website and 
check out our latest announcements

● GitBook | Website | Ember’s Blog

Your Starship Awaits

● The countdown has begun. Ships are moving. Signal and Noise abounds.
● Get Whitelisted

The Future is Yet Unveiled

● The universe hides its secrets well. Cryptographers, codebreakers, and problem solvers—we need 
you. Intrigued? There may be rewards. Coming soon.

● Investigate | Join the Cryptographers | Unlock Rewards

Stay Connected

● Our adventure is interconnected, like the stars in the cosmos. Stay in the loop and join the ranks 
of the willing and the brave.

● Twitter | Discord | Web | Email

https://docs.spectralsignal.io/
https://spectralsignal.io/
https://spectralsignal.io/blog
https://spectralsignal.io/#Whitelist
https://twitter.com/SpectralSignal
https://discord.gg/spectralsignal
https://spectralsignal.io/
http://spectral-signal.beehiiv.com

